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Chairman J. Dockter: Opens the hearing on HB 1410. 
 
Rep. Trottier: Introduces the bill. (Attachment #1). Read his testimony.  
 
Rep. Adams:  When a street is designed for redo, Do the city contractor and the city 
engineer decide on what to do?  
Doesn’t anyone check on the contractor to see if they are doing what he said in the 
contract? 
 
Rep. Trottier: The small towns are leaving it up to the contractor and hopefully the city 
street superintendent is involved in this and they do the checking on the work in progress. 
 
Rep. Ertelt: Why only above ground or above grade street projects? 
 
Rep. Trottier: This is mostly for redoing streets and replacing it. They could encounter 
problems underground. 
 
Rep K. Koppelman: As you know arbitration is a good form of alternative dispute 
resolution as is mediation, short of going to court. Why do we need a bill, why don’t cities 
just adopt the policy of having it in their contracts that says any disputes will be settled by 
arbitration?  
 
Rep. Trottier: I have heard that currently arbitration is not available for these kinds of 
disputes. 
 
Rep K. Koppelman: Is this binding arbitration or mediation?  
 
Rep. Trottier: That is what I thought. 
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Rep. Johnson: I am sure arbitration is expensive. The rules of evidence don’t apply. Why 
arbitration over the regular process? 10:56 
 
Rep. Trottier: I’m probably over simplifying it. 
 
Rep. Johnson: Common sense doesn’t always dictate the process.11:34  
 
Chairman J. Dockter: If this bill does pass maybe the parties will come to some sort of 
agreement before it gets to a point where they have to go to court.  
 
Rep. Trottier: That is exactly what I thought. If either party says no, we are not going to 
arbitration then it is a court case. 
 
Rep. Hatlestad: Normally there is mediation first then it goes to arbitration.  
 
Chairman J. Dockter: Anyone opposed to HB1410? 
 
Terry Traynor: Association of Counties: (Attachment #2). Read his testimony. 
He is opposed to this bill. The threat of arbitration is likely enough to bring the parties 
together.  
 
Chairman J. Dockter: How often are there disputes?  
 
Mr. Traynor: There is quite often disputes. Most often it is negotiated out.  
 
Stephanie Dassinger: Here on behalf of the League of Cities. Arbitration has the potential 
because of open records law. It’s unclear whether you would have a right to appeal. Often 
times you have to bring an arbitrator from out of state. (Attachment #3) 
 
Shane Goettle: (Attachment #4) Read testimony from Lance Meyer. 21:30 
 
Chairman J. Dockter: closed the hearing 
 
Reopened for committee work.  
 
Chairman J. Dockter: I think in theory this is a good idea, but it is not practical.  
 
Rep. Johnson: Move a   Do Not Pass on HB1410 
 
Rep. Guggisberg: second 
 

     A Roll Call Vote was taken: Yes    14    No   0     Absent   0 
 
      Do Not Pass carried 
 
     Rep Koppelman will carry HB 1410  
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